
THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION IN BRITAIN AND 
AMERICA TO 1900

SESSION 1 – COURSE INTRODUCTION; THE LATE MIDDLE AGES 



1. INTRODUCTION; THE LATE MIDDLE AGES (JANUARY 

23)

2. AN EMPIRE OF MARKETS (JANUARY 30)

3. WHY BRITAIN? (FEBRUARY 6)

4. CITIES, TEXTILES AND METALS (FEBRUARY 13)

NO CLASS FEBRUARY 20

5. COAL AND STEAM (FEBRUARY 27)

6. THE BRITISH CONSUMER REVOLUTION; ADAM 

SMITH (MARCH 6)

7. THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION IN AMERICA – THE 

TYRANNY OF DISTANCE (1700 TO 1850) (MARCH 13)

8. THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION IN AMERICA – THE 

ROBBER BARONS AND INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION (1850 

TO 1900) (MARCH 20)



Course Introduction

A Revolution in slow motion 

Why the change(s) (“take off”)?

England and America only

A lot of history here

Not many numbers and graphs





Explaining the “take off” economy

Take off factors promoted by a multitude of 

economic history writers

- Geography and natural resources

(“Environment”)

- Culture, social capital; politics (“Culture”)



- External events to the particular 

economy/area (e.g., negative war, positive 

imperialism) (“External Events”)

- Institutions – banks, government, religious, 

habits and traditions, accepted and 

developed practices (“Institutions”)



Our organizational framework for 

understanding the comomg of the 

Industrial Revolution

- Risk and Reward

- Supply and demand (markets); 

“surplus”

- Geography and Communication

• Land – trains

• Sea - ships

- Innovation and imitation



The Late Middle Ages – without the 

economic “growth pieces” (the “Baseline”)

The world before 1500

1. Hindrances to Growth – without the right 

pieces

a. Christian and Classical attitudes to money 

and commerce

- Christian attitude to commerce: what 

must I do to be saved?



- Classical attitude to commerce: interferes with 

civic responsibility; nobility does not work but 

“contemplates”

- Some activities are just wrong (and 

disqualifying)

- Usury, banking and currency

- “Just price”

- The merchant (of Venice) condemned



- Guilds – quality and price control; fraternity and 

insurance

- Power – human and animal muscle, wind, fire, water, 

gravity

- Transportation – walking, horses, wagons and boats and 

ships

- Tomorrow like today like yesterday until the 2nd coming



Medieval Institutions: Feudalism as a military and economic system

What is Feudalism?

- A institution of reciprocal “legal”, economic and military obligations between and among 

the “warrior” nobility and peasant class (serfs) revolving around three key roles: lords, vassals 

and serfs.

- Long running dispute where clergy ranked

- Services quite often military from the Lord

- Lord divides his land portion among “lesser” lords under similar agreements, who 

again divide their portions (division of status and labor); a right of possession, not 

ownership, for current and future generations 

- Created a hierarchy among feudal nobility and a system of titles representing one’s 

position among this hierarchy. Position of birth, not merit



- Example: “King” grants large 

swaths of land to dukes, who then 

would divide these holdings 

among a number of earls or counts 

(counties), who would then divide 

this among a number of barons, 

who then divide among serfs.

- Only King has “ownership;” in 

trust though



- The common people (serfs/peasants) were allowed to live 

upon and work the land in exchange for the lord 

receiving a share of their produce, labor and military 

service when called upon.

- Peasants pledged their “troth” to their Lord 



A place for everyone and everyone in his/her 

place. 

Ambition gets most people nowhere unless you 

go to town.



Hinderances to economic growth

- Attitudes and culture

- Peasants had no right of inheritance of a particular parcel; 

could be moved around by their lord

- Serfs cannot move without their lord’s permission; tied to 

troth obligations

- Lands could not be transferred/sold except via marriage 

and inheritance to permitted grantees, i.e., kings and 

vassals (dukes down to serfs)

- Towns consisted of non-serfs who escaped system and 

who are supported by agricultural surplus



- Laws could be different in different kingdoms; all laws 

administered by local lord (judge and jury) (Institution)

- Nobility also made money on tolls (Rhine River Valley 

with its castles) and fees various fees, e.g., marriage, 

inheritance permission fee; travel fees

- Limited, unpredictable food supply



Agriculture – no surplus

A third to one half of farmed land remained fallow each year 

for rejuvenation – not enough manure and knowledge of 

nitrogen fixing plants like turnups and legumes (institution)

Large common areas available to all in Lord’s community for 

livestock grazing (which were  not many) and wood supply 

(the “tragedy of the commons”)

Low seed productivity (maybe 1.5 to 1) due to broadcast 

sowing



The problem with common farming

- A serf would farm strips in different areas next to strips 

farmed by other serfs

o Each serf subject to the habits and laziness of his 

neighbor

- Anti-urbanization prejudice in lords reduced growth



Serf Life

- Small one room houses; common barns

- Late marriages (late 20s); population growth about 0.05% 

per year

- Dirt floors; farm animals in same room during bad 

weather; disease

- Wooden hand made local furniture (maybe)

- No beds; straw on ground

- In short, no consumer market and no incentive to earn 

more



- Small villages where lord’s manse located with a smithy, 

leather craftsmen, baker, carpenter, cooper, other artisans

- Subsistence economy for most racked by famine and 

disease; life expectancy about 45 years

- Poor roads and few horses

- Limited day to day interaction with those outside 

community



Why feudalism?

- Addresses the sovereignty rights of lord

- Military protection against Muslims, Hungarians 

and Vikings and others outside the law (robbers 

and bandits)

Effect of feudalism

- Hindered economic transactions, movement of 

labor; surplus granted to lords for military and 

hierarchical purposes and a general better life

- Frozen wages (until the Great Mortality)



Summing Up Feudal Society around our categories

❖ Bad or no roads (environment)

❖ Towns and villages few and far between (environment; limited markets)

❖No surplus food due to farming methods; stuck on the farm (innovation; culture)

❖ Poor “extractive” government to control violent outsiders (and insiders) (institutions)

❖ Little currency/specie (institutions) hampering economic transactions

❖ Primitive credit facilities (institutions)



❖ Poor security enforcement (civil and criminal) 

(institutions); justice remote and unpredictable

❖ Industriousness restrained (culture)

❖ Non-free labor (culture; institutions)

❖ Land transfer restrictions (institutions)



The end of feudalism?

- The fall of the Vikings, Magar's and pull back of 

the Muslins – more security               more trading

- The Great Mortality (Black Death) of 1347



Next Week:  

An Empire of Markets
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